Bakery Applications

Holton Food Products

®

Since 1946, Holton Food Products has been helping its customers succeed by providing
quality ingredients, customized product development and technical support—all fueled by
strong food science and applications experience. We specialize in texture and stability
improvement in many types of baked goods and desserts. Our ingredient systems work in
challenging applications where freeze-thaw stability, shelf life extension and process
tolerance are critical to our customers’ success. This booklet highlights our top products,
including our SIMPLY line of clean-label and non-GM ingredients, our patent-pending,
Plant-based Egg Functionality and our growing line of premium bakery mixes.
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Cold-Process

Stabilizers
L-E-W Stabilizer

L-E-W Stabilizer helps maintain the initial foam structure and volume of whipped egg
whites and whole eggs, enabling further processing in automated and batch manufacturing
systems. Whipped eggs stabilized with L-E-W resist watering out and result in higher
quality, more consistent end products. L-E-W Stabilizer is a key performance ingredient
for industrial and wholesale meringue products that require liquid egg whites (for example,
cage free eggs).

Applications Include:
Batch and automated cake lines, products containing cage-free eggs,
whipped egg products

Usage Rate:

Form:

Key Features:

1 - 3% in whipped eggs;
3 - 4% in meringues

White powder

Process improver,
highly soluble
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Cold-Process

Stabilizers

Sure-Whip® & Sugar-Free Sure Whip
Sure-Whip Stabilizer is a premium grade cold process stabilizer formulated to extend the
stability and shelf life of fresh whipping cream, whipped toppings and fillings. Products
containing Sure-Whip Stabilizer withstand freezing and thawing with no watering out.
Products maintain their freshly whipped eating quality longer and also resist drying out under
refrigeration. Easy piping and detailed, long-lasting bakery decorations can be achieved with
Sure Whip.

Applications Include:
Bavarian fillings, mousses, ready-to-use toppings,
natural whipped cream, yogurt fillings

Usage Rate:
1 - 2%

Form:
White powder

Key Features:
Improves whipped volume,
improves body/mouthfeel,
extends shelf life, very soluble,
non-GMO version available
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SIMPLY W-C® Stabilizer
W-C Stabilizer improves set-up time
of icings and reduces stickiness,
therefore improving yield and
packaged product appearance.
Improves icing and filling
performance under adverse
temperature and humidity conditions,
including freeze-thaw cycles. W-C Stabilizer
enhances mouthfeel by improving creaminess
of icings, frostings and fillings.

Applications Include:
Buttercream icings, fondant icings, fillings

Usage Rate:
0.5 - 1.5%

Form:
White powder

Key Features:
Cold process; highly soluble, simple label, non-GM version available
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Spregg

®

Bakery Stabilizers
for Consistent, Reliable Performance

The Spregg bakery stabilizers are optimized blends of functional starches, hydrocolloids
and/or other ingredients that significantly improve moisture retention and
extend product quality over shelf life, while maintaining desired texture.
Multi-use Spregg stabilizers improve processing by reducing dough
stickiness, maintaining consistent batter/filling viscosity, and
reducing breakage and shrinkage. Spregg adds value to finished
products by helping maintain original fresh-baked quality
over refrigerated, frozen and ambient storage life, and can
extend shelf life in many cases.
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Spregg and Sugar-Free Spregg
Our original bakery stabilizers that have the added advantage of complete solubility
in cold water. Original Spregg and SF Spregg also contribute to
finer crumb structure in certain applications.

Applications Include:
Automated cookie and biscuit lines, muffins,
no-bake bars, edible cookie dough

Usage Rate:
1 - 2% of total formula weight

Form:
Off-white powder

Key Features:
Soluble in cold water, contains egg

SIMPLY Spregg Cl and Spregg AF
Our clean label and allergen-free Spregg stabilizers enable
bakers to formulate high-performing products with shorter ingredient
labels and without chemical additives.

Applications Include:
Simple-label baked goods, frozen fillings, plant-based and gluten-free products

Usage Rate:
1 - 2% of total formula weight

Form:
Off-white powder

Key Features:
Non-GM, allergen-free (AF),
sugar-free versions available
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Hot Process

Stabilizers

Holton's hot process stabilizers are optimized for both high-strength stabilization and
favorable texture attributes. Each product functions as a thickening agent, binder,
minimizes moisture migration and has excellent freeze-thaw stability. These stabilizers
produce smooth texture, support a clean cut and help products resist cracking and
drying out. In high speed, continuous mix production, Peak, Summit and SF Stabilizers
provide uniform aeration and specific gravity. They can also reduce product surface
adhesion in automated packaging lines. In syrup form, our hot process stabilizers are
excellent particulate binders in reduced sugar applications.
Peak, Summit or SF Stabilizer, along with Holton's proprietary dry egg white products,
are designed to give meringues a smooth creamy texture, and uniform browning while
resisting shrinkage, collapsing and watering out. These stable meringue products
withstand long distance truck transportation, multiple freeze-thaw cycles, months of
frozen storage and days at room temperature.
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Peak Stabilizer® & Sugar Free Stabilizer
Our legacy hot process stabilizers designed for maximum strength and performance. Peak
is the stabilizer of choice for stabilizing all types of cooked bakery fillings. Sugar
Free Stabilizer performs equivalently to Peak and is an excellent
choice for no-sugar-added bakery and dessert applications.

Applications Include:
Pie fillings, pastry and dessert fillings, icings, glazes,
binders for bars and clusters, meringues

Usage Rate:
0.3 - 1.5%

Form:
White powder

Key Features:
Maximum stability with
optimized texture and mouthfeel

SIMPLY Summit Stabilizers
Summit Stabilizers are formulated with label-friendly, non-genetically
modified ingredients. They perform equivalent to Peak in most applications.

Applications Include:

Form:

Pie fillings, pastry and dessert
fillings, icings, glazes,
binders for bars and
clusters, meringues

White powder

Key Features:
Non-GM, simpler label

Usage Rate:
0.3 - 1.5%
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Two-Stage

Meringue Systems
Egg White Products
Holton’s legacy egg white products have remarkable whipping qualities, dispersion
characteristics, controlled pH and resistance to coagulation. They give superior
performance in high speed, continuous mixing, providing uniform aeration and specific
gravity to cake batters and meringues. Creme-O-Fluff®, High Whip®, and Vital Egg White,
along with hot Peak or Summit syrup, are designed to give meringues a smooth creamy
texture and uniform browning while resisting shrinkage, collapsing and watering out.
These stable meringue products withstand long distance truck transportation, multiple
freeze-thaw cycles, months of frozen storage and days at room temperature.
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Creme-O-Fluff® and High Whip®
Creme-O-Fluff has a light, vanilla flavor and High-Whip has no
added flavor. Use with Peak Stabilizer for two-stage meringue.

Applications Include:
Chiffon and layer cakes, cheesecakes,
dessert fillings, meringues

Usage Rate:
0.5 - 1% for batter aeration
3% in meringues

Image Here

Form:
Cream-colored powder

Key Features:
Maximum meringue stability and smooth, creamy mouthfeel

SIMPLY Vital Egg White
Same high quality and performance as Creme-O-Fluff and High Whip,
with no genetically modified ingredients and simpler label.
Use with SIMPLY Summit Stabilizer for two-stage meringue.

Applications Include:
Chiffon and layer cakes, cheesecakes, dessert fillings, meringues

Usage Rate:
0.5 - 1% for batter aeration
3% in meringues

Form:
Cream-colored powder

Key Features:
Non-GM, simple label
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One-Step (Instant)

Meringue Systems
Egg White Products
Meringue Base
Meringue Base with added sugar dissolves instantly in 120-140°F water and provides
consistent specific gravity and texture when hydrated and whipped with continuous or
bowl-type mixers. Meringue Base produces meringue and marshmallow toppings with
excellent freeze-thaw stability and will not water out in refrigerated or room temperature
conditions up to five days.

Applications Include:
Marshmallow toppings, meringue cookies, whipped fillings, boiled icings, royal icings

Usage Rate:

Form:

Key Features:

7- 8% of total formula

Off-white powder

One-step process; no cooking,
room-temperature stable

Meringue Mix
Same product as Meringue Base but with sugar included. Just add warm water and whip.

Applications Include:
Marshmallow toppings, meringue cookies, whipped fillings, boiled icings, royal icings

Usage Rate:

Form:

40-50% for meringues and
marshmallow, 12% for icings

Off-white powder
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Key Features:
Add only warm water

SIMPLY Whole-Whip Base
Mixed with sugar, Whole-Whip Base will produce creamy meringue, marshmallow
whipped toppings, fillings and variegates. Used on its own, Whole-Whip Base can
improve pliability and texture, freeze-thaw stability and aeration of batters and icings.

Applications Include:
Meringue and marshmallow toppings, Swiss-style buttercreams, sponge cakes,
low/no-fat mousses and souffles, cheesecakes, variegates

Usage Rate:
1- 3% as bakery enhancer; 7-8% in meringues and marshmallow

Form:
White powder

Key Features:
Freeze-thaw stable; unique,
creamy texture and clean taste

SIMPLY IP Whole-Whip Mix

A complete mix which only warm water is added to
make creamy meringues and dessert creations.

Applications Include:
Meringue and marshmallow toppings, Swiss-style
buttercreams, low/no-fat mousses and souffles, variegates

Usage Rate:
40 - 50% for meringues and marshmallow,
12% for buttercream icings

Form:

Key Features:

White powder

Non-GM; add only
warm water
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Plant-Based
Egg Functionality

Clean Label
Egg Replacement

Plant-Based
SIMPLY Bake PB

A plant-based product that can completely replace whole eggs or egg whites in baked
goods. Bake PB promotes batter aeration and provides volume and consistent cell
structure. Bake PB delivers desired texture and appearance while providing improved
moisture retention.

Applications Include:
Cakes, muffins, brownies, cookies,
brioche, pastry fillings, gluten-free sweet goods

Usage Rate:
0.25 - 1.0 ratio vs. egg whites
or whole eggs (dry basis)

Form:
Beige-colored powder

Key Features:
Non-GM, allergen/gluten-free
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Plant-Based

SIMPLY Bake PB-GF
A plant-based, allergen-free product specially designed for replacing
eggs in yeast-raised baked goods. In gluten-free breads, Bake PB-GF
can produce identical volume, texture and color as egg version.
Gluten-free pizza crusts and flatbreads with excellent eating
qualities can be achieved with Bake PB-GF.

Applications Include:
Gluten-free pan breads, buns/rolls, pizza crusts

Usage Rate:
0.25 - 1.0 ratio vs. egg whites or whole eggs (dry basis)

Form:
Beige-colored powder

Key Features:
Non-GM, very simple label
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Plant-Based
Egg Functionality

Clean Label
Egg Replacement

SIMPLY Meringue Base PB
A plant-based meringue powder that develops a high volume, stable foam structure
and has a clean taste. This product can be instantly (mixed) with sugar and water, then
whipped to create meringues and marshmallow creams. Meringue Base PB can also be
used in its concentrated form to improve aeration of icings and cake batters. The product
is freeze-thaw and ambient shelf life stable, will not water out or shrink, and is an
excellent particulate binder.

Applications Include:
Meringue and marshmallow toppings, American
and Swiss-style buttercream icings, variegates,
pavlova, meringue kisses, chewy candies

Usage Rate:
0.5 - 1% to promote aeration and stability;
7-9% in meringues and marshmallow

Form:
Beige-colored powder

Key Features:
Non-GM, water-dispersible and soluble,
allergen-free, available in organic
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SIMPLY Whip PB
A plant-based meringue powder that develops a light, stable foam structure and has a
clean taste. This product is mixed with sugar and water, then whipped to create foamy
beverage toppings and components of many types of dessert and beverage creations.

Applications Include:
Meringue kisses, pavlova, chewy candies,
bakery Inclusions, beverage toppings

Usage Rate:

Key Features:

7 - 8% for foam toppings

Non-GM, water-dispersible
and soluble, allergen-free

Form:
Cream-colored powder

Sugar-Free Whip PB
A plant-based meringue powder that develops a light, stable
foam structure and has a clean taste. This product is mixed
with maltodextrin and/or polydextrose, sugar alcohols and/or
non-nutritive sweeteners and water, then whipped to create
dried meringue cookies, foamy beverage toppings and components
of many types of dessert and beverage creations.

Applications Include:
Meringue kisses, pavlova, chewy candies,
bakery inclusions, beverage toppings

Usage Rate:

Key Features:

7 - 8% for meringues

Sugar-free confection solution, allergen-free

Form:
Cream-colored powder
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Pastry Filling
Bases

SIMPLY Pastry Creme Base
Pastry Creme Base cooks up to a smooth, creamy and opaque filling that can be used in
assorted bakery items and desserts. Prepared cream is refrigerator-stable up to 45 days.

Applications Include:
Cream puffs, eclairs, fruit tarts, boston cream, bakable fillings

Usage Rate:
8%

Form:
White powder dispersed
with natural color

Key Features:
Freeze-thaw stable,
simple label, plant-based

SIMPLY Custard Base
Adding only water to this convenient Custard Base produces
a baked custard with traditional texture and flavor.

Applications Include:

Form:

Pastry fillings, pies and tarts,
crème brulee, bread pudding

Light yellow powder

Usage Rate: 25%

Simple label, refrigerator-stable,
freezer-stable version available
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Key Features:

SIMPLY Pumpkin Filling Base ESL
A concentrated blend of ingredients used to
make a baked pumpkin filling with excellent
freeze-thaw stability, superior texture and
extended shelf life. Add only pumpkin,
spices and water.

Applications Include:
Pumpkin pie, pumpkin cheesecake,
custom fillings

Usage Rate:
30-35%

Form:
Cream-colored powder

Key Features:
Contains egg, baked filling- up to seven days ambient shelf life, non-GM

SIMPLY Plant-Based Pumpkin Filling Base ESL
A concentrated blend of plant-based ingredients used to make a baked pumpkin filling
with excellent freeze-thaw stability, superior texture and extended shelf life. Add only
pumpkin, spices and water.

Applications Include:
Pumpkin pie, pumpkin cheesecake, custom fillings

Usage Rate:
30 - 35%

Form:
Cream-colored powder

Key Features:
Vegan, ambient shelf-stable, non-GM
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Icing and Topping
Bases

Doughnut Glaze Base
A specially formulated ingredient system that enables superior performance of thaw-and-serve
doughnuts, danish and other pastries. Improves adhesion of icing or glaze to surface through
freeze/thaw cycles. Helps prevent drying out and cracking of glaze/icing.

Applications Include:

Form:

Cook-up glazes, danish and pastry
icings, thaw-and-sell doughnuts

White powder

Usage Rate:

Hot process, convenient:
add only fat, water and sugar

12%

Key Features:

Royal Icing Base/Mix
Royal Icing Base is mixed with powdered sugar and water to make a clean tasting, stable
decorating icing. This convenient base guarantees consistent results and performs to
discerning chefs’ requirements. Royal Icing Mix is a complete formula to which only
water is added.

Applications Include:
Flooding cookies, string work, sculpting and moulding

Usage Rate:

Form:

Base: 7- 8%

White-to-off-white powder

Key Features:
Quick-dry to touch, freeze-thaw stable,
durable decorations
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Whipped Topping Base/Mix
This convenient powder produces a light whipped topping with full-bodied mouthfeel.
Whipped Topping Base is mixed with powdered sugar and water, while Whipped Topping
Mix only requires water to make a very stable, high-volume product.

Applications Include:
Dessert toppings, layer cake and dessert fillings, mousses

Usage Rate:
Base: 22%

Form:
White-to-off-white powder

Key Features:
Freeze-thaw stable, light vanilla
flavor, contains dairy ingredients
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Holton Food Products
1151 Timber Drive
Elgin, Illinois USA 60123
708.352.5599
www.holtonfp.com

U.K. Office
7 Northfield Farm
Great Shefford
Hungerford
Berkshire RG17 7BY England, U.K.
+44 (0) 1488 648 988

